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The New Year is a time for new beginnings, a time when people ring in the New Year with
celebrations, parties, and fireworks. On New Year's Eve, many gather in the streets to watch
firework shows, but when the celebration ends, nothing is left except a sea of garbage. This is
because people's hearts and minds, like the streets, are no longer clean. It seems people lose
themselves in the pursuit of fun and excitement, never thinking of what problems their actions
create for the environment or for others.
We were all born with a pure and clean heart, a heart which is like a clear, bright mirror. As we
go through life, however, dust begins to accumulate on this mirror. When our inner mirror is
covered with dust, we cannot see clearly. It is like the convex mirror at an intersection—when
clean, we can clearly see if other cars are coming from different directions, but when the mirror
is clouded over, we cannot tell what may be coming.
That is why we need to clean our inner mirror. If we clean it diligently, we will discover that we
have the same pure nature as the Buddha. What is keeping us from our true nature is our
unwholesome habits, such as our self-centered desires and our seeking of pleasure and
comfort.
How do we begin to clean our inner mirror? By doing good and helping others with a genuine
heart of love. That is why I am very happy to see that many Tzu Chi staff members made use of
their New Year holiday to help lay interlocking pavers for the new roads at the housing
community
Tzu
Chi is building for survivors of Typhoon Morakot. Instead of seeking leisure, these staff
dedicated their labor so that the housing complex could be completed quickly and disaster
survivors could have a home to move into for the Chinese New Year. Their care and love were
expressed through action.
In giving of themselves joyfully with hearts full of love, these staff were in fact also purifying their
own hearts. The spirit of selfless love and giving is like water that can clean our inner mirror and
nourish us spiritually. At the same time, it creates a lot of good for others. When our hearts are
clean and pure, our world also becomes more beautiful and good.
At the start of this new year, let us aspire to clean our inner mirror and do good. This is what
creates hope and promise for our world.
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Я покараулю, &quot; Искусство ламповой схемотехники &quot; пока ты оседлаешь
лошадей.

У него прямо &quot; Химия в таблицах 8-11 кл &quot; уши вяли от всего услышанного.

Смит вызвал &quot; Photoshop CS5 &quot; на экран информационную &quot; Основы
техники создания портрета
&quot; сеть, где регистрировались все авиабилеты &quot;
Глобалистика Энциклопедия
&quot; в Детройт и из &quot;
Сказки о животных
&quot; Детройта.

Ясно, что есть кто-то, кого &quot; Мусульманское право Первый и второй уровни &quot;
он любит.

Я думаю, блокада не была постоянной, &quot; Год в поисках Ва История одной
попытки...
&quot; что-то ослабляло ее
время &quot;
КН Цвета и
оттенки 5-6 лет
uot; или воздействие внешней среды.

&q

В Этой &quot; Социальная психология Тейлор &quot; Москве люди на улице не плакали.
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